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This special issue of the journal, International Journal of Hybrid Intelligence contains  
six papers. The theme of the special issue is ‘Soft computational intelligence in 
understanding crisp and uncertainty hybrid modelling’. Hybrid modelling with 
uncertainty receives a lot of attention today. In the sciences and engineering research 
domains, modelling and interpretation of solutions to some problems is a challenging 
task. However, the solution via numerical schemes is a way to solve the many cases of 
non-linear complex problems. Soft computing techniques are one of the computational 
methods used most and developed for unexplored problem-solving issues. In this special 
issue, we will focus on solving different areas of engineering and science problems in 
crisp and uncertain environments. 

Thus, this special issue aims to convey collectively various research and advance 
achievements in exploring techniques, different applications, and challenges that face the 
advancement of hybrid modelling in the context of crisp and uncertain environment. A 
brief overview of the papers is presented and discussed as follows. 

In the paper titled ‘Determination of approximate fuzzy membership function using 
linguistic input – an approach based on interpolation’, authors use the uncertainty as 
fuzzy setting and applied it to the determination of approximate fuzzy membership 
function by using the interpolation strategy. 

In the paper titled ‘Tumour model with different imprecise coefficients’, the authors 
take tumour model associated with a differential equation with interval and fuzzy data. 
Due to present, the uncertain variable the solutions strategy and analysis become tough 
and they handle it. 

In the paper titled ‘The behaviour of logistic equation in fuzzy environment: fuzzy 
differential equation approach’, the authors find the solution and stability analysis of 
well-known logistic population model with fuzzy type data. They use the fuzzy 
differential equation approach in it. 

In the paper titled ‘Comparison between pre-diabetes and diabetes model in fuzzy and 
crisp environment: fuzzy differential equation approach’, authors take a diabetes model 
under imprecise data and find the necessary solutions and stability criteria. 

In the paper titled ‘A job-sequencing problem using modified score function in PNN 
environment’, author use the pentagonal fuzzy number concept in job sequencing 
problem. The use of uncertainty is nicely applied in real-life modelling. 
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In the paper titled ‘Quantitative prognostic factor extraction of epidemic thrombosis 
using machine learning strategy’, authors find the factor extraction of epidemic 
thrombosis using machine learning strategy. 

We hope the special issue helps the research community to modelled different real 
life problem in an elegant manner and the solution strategies for adopting in their future 
research theme. 
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